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Alpha-Radioactivity in the 82-Neutron Region*

J. O. RAsMUssEN, JR.7 S G THQMPsoN) AND A. GHIQRso
Department of Chemistry and Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California

(Received September 15, 1952)

In a survey for alpha-activity among cyclotron produced neutron deficient nuclides of the elements
below lead, alpha-activity was detected in a number of rare earth nuclides with atomic number greater than
62, that of samarium, and in a gold and a mercury nuclide. A detailed study of the alpha-active nuclides- of
europium, gadolinium, terbium, and dysprosium was made.

The relationship between alpha-decay rates and energies in the rare earth region is examined. Calculations
of the "effective nuclear radius for alpha-particles" were made using Ave different alpha-decay rate formulas.

The trends of the rare earth alpha-decay energies are discussed, particularly with respect to the discon-
tinuity in neutron binding energies at the closed shell of 82 neutrons.

I. INTRODUCTION
I

ADIOACTIVE decay by emission of alpha-par-
ticles is a commonly observed mode of decay in

the isotopes, both natural and artificial, of the elements
of atomic number greater than 82, that of lead. How-
ever, with the lone exception of the alpha-emitting
isotope of natural samarium (Z=62), discovered by
Hevesy and Pahl' in 1933, alpha-decay in isotopes of
elements below bismuth (Z =83) had not been reported
prior to 1949.' At various times the problem of alpha-
stability in these lighter elements has been considered. '
It had been noted from observation of the general slope
of the experimental mass defect curve that most isotopes
of mass number greater than about 150 are energetically
unstable toward alpha-decay. The fact that alpha-decay
had not been observed (excepting in samarium) in the
naturally occurring isotopes of the medium heavy
elements could be adequately explained by the quantum
mechanical consideration of the rate of penetration of
the Coulombic potential barrier by escaping alpha-
particles. The decay rate formulas developed by Gamow4
and by Gurney and Condon' and veri6ed by comparison
with experimental alpha-decay data in the heavy ele-
ments showed the alpha-decay rate to be a very sensi-
tive exponential function of decay energy. Thus, the
naturally occurring isotopes of medium heavy elements
might be unstable toward alpha-decay by energies up

* Most of the material in this article is presented in greater
detail in University of California Radiation Laboratory Report
UCRL-1473 (1951) (unpublished); and J. O. Rasmussen, Jr.,
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California (1952) (unpublished).' G. Hevesy and M. Pahl, Nature 130, 846 (1932).

~ Thompson, Ghiorso, Rasmussen, and Seaborg, Phys. Rev. 76,
1406 (1949).' G. Gamow, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A126, 632 (1930); Con-
stitution of Atomic Nuclei und Radiouctivity (Oxford University
Press, London, 1931), pp. 15—21; Z. Physik 89, 592 (1934);
Structure of Atomic Ãuclei und Nucleur Trunsformutions (Oxford
University Press, London, 1937), pp. 7, 38—45, 48—52; W. Heisen-
berg, Z. Physik 77, 1 (1932); A. Lande, Phys. Rev. 43, 620, 624
(1933); E. D. Eastman, Phys. Rev. 46, 1, 238 (1934); H A.
Bethe and R. F. Bacher, Revs. Modern Phys. S, 82, Secs. 8, 30
(1936)& C. F. v. Weizsacker, Die Atomkerne (Akademische Ver-
lagsgesellschaft, Leipzig, 1937), pp. 34-35, 101—102; A. J.
Dempster, Phys. Rev. 53, 869 (1938); Hahn, Fliigge, and Mat-
tauch, Physik. Z. 41, 1 (1940).' G. Gamow, Z. Physik 52, 510 (1929).' E. U. Condon and R. W. Gurney, Phys. Rev. 33, 127 {1929).

to about 2 Mev and still have unobservedly long alpha-
decay half-lives (greater than 10'e years).

Kohman' has made an analysis of the binding energies
for alpha-particles in medium heavy elements, based
on the semi-empirical mass equation of Bohr and
Wheelerv and the experimental mass defect curve. On
this basis Kohman has predicted for the medium heavy
elements that those nuclides suf6ciently far to the
neutron deficient side of the beta-stability region might
exhibit observable alpha-decay. The mass defect curve
is not well enough known in the regions of interest to
make very exact predictions. A semi-empirical formula
for alpha-decay energy, developed by I'eenberg, ' taking
into account the 6nite compressibility of nuclear matter,
leads to the same general conclusions.

Studieso of the systematics of alpha-decay energy
among the heavy elements have shown that, in ac-
cordance with the above mentioned theoretical pre-
dictions, for a series of isotopes (constant Z) the natural
trend of alpha-decay energy is to increase as the
number of neutrons is decreased, except for a large dis-
continuity at the closed shell of 126 neutrons. While
alpha-decay energy generally increases with decreasing
neutron number, the energy available for orbital elec-
tron capture or positron decay also generally increases
(aside from fluctuations due to nuclear shell effects) and,
consequently, half-lives for both modes of decay
decrease. Whether or not by the removal of neutrons in
the medium heavy elements, alpha-emission would
become an important mode of decay before the half-
lives became inconveniently short for detection had to
be tested by experiments.

A survey was initiated in which targets of various
medium heavy elements were subjected to high energy
particle bombardments and then examined for alpha-
radioactivity.

In 1949 Thompson and co-workers' reported some
positive results of this survey, the discovery of alpha-
radioactivity in neutron deficient isotopes of gold and

e T. P. Kohman, Phys. Rev. 76, 448 (1949).
7 N. Bohr and J. A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 56, 426 (1939).' E. Feenberg, Revs. Modern Phys. 19, 239 (1947).' Perlman, Ghiorso, and Seaborg, Phys. Rev. 77, 26 (1950).
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TABLE I. Artificial alpha-activities in elements below lead.

Ele- At.
ment No. Mass No.

Alpha-particle
energy (Mev)

Measured
half-life

Other
modes

Branching
ratio a/total

Partial alpha-decay
half-life Prepared by

Eu 63 147 2 8s~O 1 24 days&2 EC

3.16+0.1 &35 yr

3.0 ~0.15 9 days+1

(long)
4.1 hr+0. 2

19 hr~1

2.7 +0.15
3.9g~0.04
3.9g&0.02'
3.44~0.1

150
149Tb 65

Dy 66 149&A &153 4.2&~0.06
66 149&A &153 4.06~0.04
66 149&A &153 3.61~0.08

Au 79 183&A &187 5.0y~0. 1

7 min~2
19 min~4
2.3 hr&0. 2
4.3 min&0. 2

A &195 5.6,a0.1Hg 80 0.7 min&0. 2

~ ~ ~

EC, prob.
no P+

~ ~ ~

EC, P+

~7&&10-6

~ ~ ~

n/E x-rays
~10 4

~6)&10' yr (within
factor of 3)

1.4X10 yr (within
factor of 3)
4X10' yr (within
factor of 3)

~ ~ ~

~30 days (within
factor of 4)

Sm'4'(p, g)8.5 Mev
Sm"'(d, 2n) 19 Mev
Sm"'(d, 3N) 19 Mev
Sm'4'(a 3N)36 Mev
Eu'"(p 4N)32 Mev
Sm'4'(a, 2u) 30 Mev

Eu"'(d, 31)19 Mev
Eu'~'(a, 6n) 60 Mev
Gd(p, xe)32—200 Mev
Gd(p, xn) 100 Mev
Eu"'(n, 4N)45 Mev
Tb"'(p, xn) 100 Mev
Tb"'(p xn) 100 Mev
Tb"'(p, xn) 100 Mev
Au'"(d, pxn)190 Mev
Pt(p, xn) 120 Mev
Au'"(d, xn) 190 Mev

Note: No alpha-decay fine structure has been detected for any of the alpha-emitters listed above. Alpha-decay energies are from ion chamber pulse
analysis unless otherwise noted.

a Energy determination in magnetic alpha-ray spectrograph by F. Asaro and J. O. Rasmussen (unpublished results), based on Ro22e energy standard,
using Bno =4.777 Mev from recent work of Rosenblum (private communication quoted in HPS Table of Isotopes, to be published).

mercury and in isotopes of the rare earth elements con-
taining a few more than 82 neutrons.

The present paper is concerned with the detailed
study of the alpha-radioactive isotopes discovered in
the survey, particularly in the heavy rare earth region.
Also, several hitherto unreported alpha-active isotopes
in the rare earth region are reported.

It may be worth mentioning at this point that with
similar short, survey-type bombardments with 200-Mev
protons on tungsten, tantalum, silver, palladium,
samarium oxide, and tellurium (Te'") oxide, " it was
not possible with the techniques employed here to
detect induced alpha-radioactivity other than that
ascribable to heavy element contamination. The sig-
nificance of these negative results is only qualitative;
faster, more sensitive techniques may eventually
uncover induced alpha-activity in the regions where
initially negative results were obtained.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For each alpha-activity observed in the medium
heavy elements, it would be desirable to obtain the fol-
lowing information: (1) alpha-particle energy, (2)
half-life of activity, (3) atomic number of alpha-active
nuclide (element assignment), (4) mass number of
nuclide, and (5) other modes of decay, their accom-
panying radiations, and branching ratios between the
decay modes of the nuclide. The experimental methods
employed for obtaining such information are discussed
in Appendix I.

A number of the alpha-emitting nuclides discovered
among the neutron deficient nuclides of the medium
heavy elements have been studied individually. Table I
lists a number of these alpha-emitters with some of their

' Electromagnetically enriched stable isotope. On loan from
Oak Ridge Isotope Research and Development Division.

properties. The & sign with numerical data precedes
the estimated limits of error, not the probable error.
Experimental uncertainties in this work generally arise
from so many sources as to render statistical evaluation
of probable error impractical. Figure 1 shows the section
of the isotope chart in which the rare earth alpha-
emitters are situated.

A. Europium Isotope (Z=63)
In the 6rst preliminary report coricerning this inves-

tigation it was stated that bombardment of samarium
(Z=62) oxide with 200-Mev protons produced no sig-
nificant amount of alpha-activitv. T'his and other early
proton bombardments of samarium for short periods of
time (less than one hour), which also gave negative
results, indicated that alpha-decay is not a prominent
mode of decay among those neutron deficient isotopes
of europium and samarium, whose half-lives are long
enough ()3 minutes) to have been observed.

Later it was found possible by longer bombardments
of samarium targets with protons or deuterons to
produce enough of one europium isotope to observe its
alpha-decay branching. Following bombardment of
separated isotope 62Sm'" oxide with 8.5-Mev protons
and of natural samarium oxide with 19-Mev deuterons,
there was observed a small amount of alpha-activity
which decayed with about a three week half-life.

From the decay curve for the total count rate summed
over the 2.88 Mev peak on the pulse analyzer, a value of
26~4 days was deduced for the half-life of the activity.
The large limits of error on the half-life determined
from this curve arise from the statistical uncertainties
attending these determinations of such low counting
rates and the fact that decay could only be followed
through a decay factor of three.

A general study of the neutron deficient europium
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isotopes by HofF, Rasmussen, and Thompson" has
been recently made by proton and deuteron bombard-
ments of isotopically enriched samarium oxide" targets.
The isotope Eu'" was found to decay predominantly by
electron capture with a half-life of 24&2 days as deter-
mined from Geiger counter decay curves. None of the
other neutron deficient europium isotopes with mass
numbers between 144 and 150 have half-lives near 24
days. Hence, the observed alpha-activity in europium
is evidently due to alpha-decay branching of Eu'4~.

Comparable amounts of Eu'" Eu'" and Eu'" have
not shown detectable alpha-activity and are thus
presumed to have alpha-decay rates less by at least a
factor of 6ve than that of Eu'4'.

After these bombardments europium activities were
separated from the samarium target material by means
of the standard cation exchange column elutions de-
scribed in Appendix I, E. The eluting agent for the
83'C separation was pH 3.4 citrate solution. Low energy
alpha-activity was detected, following chemical sepa-
ration, in the europium fraction, as mentioned. Further
proof that it is a europium isotope will be given
presently.

Energy determination for the europium alpha-activity
was made by pulse analysis" of a thin vaporized sample,
with Gd'~ and Sm" serving as alpha-energy standards.
The alpha-particle energy for the standard Sm'47 (a
uniform, vaporized sample of Oak Ridge separated
Sm"~ oxide) was taken as 2.18 Mev from the work of
Jesse and Sadauskis. "The energy for the standard Gd'4'

is taken as 3.16 Mev, the determination of which is
mentioned in the following section, II B. By linear
interpolation between the standards the alpha-particle
energy of this europium activity is determined to be
2.88 Mev with estimated limits of error ~0.1 Mev.

Chemical proof that the 2.88-Mev alpha-activity is
due- to a europium nuclide and not to a gadolinium
nuclide (which might conceivably have been produced
by alpha-particles in the deuteron or proton beams of
the 60-inch cyclotron) has been made by subjecting a
mixture of a sample containing 2.88-Mev alpha-activity
and GcP4s (3.16 Mev) alpha-tracer to a sod.ium amalgam
reduction separation (Appendix I, E). Alpha-pulse
analysis of activity in the reduced fraction and of
activity not reduced showed the predominance of
2.88-Mev alpha-activity in the reduced fraction
(europium) and of 3.1s-Mev alpha-activity in that not
reduced (gadolinium) .

Determination of the branching ratio between alpha-
decay and electron capture in Eu'47 is diKcult, since
the detailed decay scheme for the electron capture
process has not been determined yet and the counting
yield of the Geiger-Mueller counter is not known. In

"Hoff, Rasmussen, and Tkompson, Phys. Rev. 83, 1068 (1951),
'2 Ghiorso, Jaffey, Robinson, and%eissbourd, The Transuranilm

Elements: Research Papers (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. ,
New York, 1949), Paper No.

'

16.8, National Nuclear Energy
Series, Plutonium Project Record, Vol. 148, Div. IV."g', P. Jesse and J. Sadauskis, Phys. Rev, 78, 1 (1950).

order to make a rough estimate of the a/EC branching
ratio in Eu"~, the decay of the 24-day activity was
followed by counting the same thin vaporized sample in
the alpha-pulse analyzer and in a windowless methane
proportional counter (Nucleometer") operated at 5 kev.
The counting yield of the Nucleometer for electron
capture decay is generally much higher than that of a
conventional Geiger counter, since the Nucleometer
counts Auger and conversion electrons of low energies
which would be stopped by the window of a Geiger
counter. It was found in this laboratory for a few heavy
element electron capturing nuclides whose absolute
disintegration rates could be calculated by observation
of growth of their alpha-active daughters that the mean
counting yield of 30 percent for the electron capture
process in the Nucleometer is not greatly in error for
any of the examples studied. Assuming 30-percent
counting yield for the electron capture decay of Eu"~
in the Nucleometer and a counting yield of 40 percent
for the alpha-particles in the alpha-pulse analyzer, the
branching ratio was calculated to be roughly njEC=1
X10 '. With this branching ratio the partial half-life
for alpha-decay is about 6&10' years. The uncertainty
of this partial alpha-half-life estimate is largely due to
the counting yield assumption for EC, but the value is
probably reliable within a factor of three.
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FIG. 1. Section of isotope chart showing the rare earth alpha-
emitters. Mass numbers of dysprosium alpha-emitters are not
known.
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B. Gadolinium Isotopes (S=64)

1. 3.16-Mn Gd'4'

After a bombardment of dysprosium oxide with 200-
Mev protons a small amount of a long lived, low energy
alpha-activity was found. Subsequent bombardments
showed it to be produced in much larger yield by 38-
Mev alpha-particle bombardment of natural samarium
oxide or, in still greater yield, of samarium enriched'
in Sm" . Also this activity was produced in large yield
by 50-Mev proton bombardment of europium oxide and
in low yield with 32-Mev protons.
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Bombarded material containing this activity was sub-
jected to chemical separation by standard cation
exchange column elutions and by sodium amalgam
reduction, which procedures are described in Appendix
I, E. In all these separations the long lived alpha-
activity remained with the gadolinium fraction.

Thealpha-particle energy of this long-lived gadolinium
isotope was determined to be 3.16&0.1 Mev by pulse
analysis and comparison with many heavy element
alpha-emitting standards of known energy. The con-
servatively large error limits are given because the
alpha-energy standards were of much higher energy.

Counting data of the 3.16-Mev alpha-activity over
a two year period established a lower limit of 35 years
for the half-life.

The determination of mass number of the gadolinium
isotope giving rise to this activity was made on the
basis of the experimentally determined excitation func-
tion for its production by alpha-particle bombardment
of enriched samarium (Sm'4r) oxide, and. by proton
bombardment of natural europium. The alpha-particle
excitation function, shown in Fig. 2, was determined by
bombardment in the 60-inch cyclotron and the proton
function by 31-Mev proton bombardment in the linear
accelerator. In the transfer of bombarded oxides to
platinum plates for counting, the oxides were dissolved
in 22S HC1, precipitated as the hydroxides by addition
of ammonia gas, washed with water, and slurried onto
platinum plates for counting. The uncertainty in the
ordinates of the points in Fig. 2 may be about 30 percent
arising from uncertainties in chemical yield and self-

absorption of alpha-particles in the relatively thick
samples.

The element assignment of the 3.16-Mev alpha-
activity to gadolinium reduced the mass assignment
problem to that of deciding whether the excitation
function of Fig. 2 with reaction threshold 28—30 Mev
is that of an o.,e, a,2e, a,3e, or o.,4e reaction. The choice
should be consistent with the observation in the proton
excitation function of about a 30-Mev threshold for the
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FIG. 2. Yield of 3.16-Mev gadolinium alpha-activity versus energy
of alpha-partides bombarding Sm"'.

Eu"'(p, xn) Gd'" * reaction. Since statistical theory
predicts as bombarding energy is increased a very
gradual onset of reactions in which several neutrons are
evaporated, the actual energetic thresholds are probably
below the estimates from these insensitive experiments.
Theoretical estimates of cr,xn and p, sets energetic
thresholds were made by calculation from masses in the
atomic mass table of Metropolis and Reitwiesner"
(based on a semi-empirical mass formula of Fermi).
Table II lists these values.

The comparison of the experimental and theoretical
values in Table II indicate a probable mass assignment
of the 3.16-Mev alpha-activity to Gd', although the
possibility of an assignment to Gd'4~ is not too improb-
able, particularly when it is realized that the calculated
thresholds would be lowered by a decrease in neutron
binding energy that might be expected for several
neutrons beyond the closed shell at 82 (see Harvey" ).
The mass assignment to 148 rather than to 147 seems
more consistent with the long half-life ()35 years) of
this activity, for the even-odd nuclide Gd'" should have
considerable energy available for electron capture
decay and consequently a much shorter half-life than
35 years.

It is possible to make a very rough estimate of the
partial half-life for alpha-decay of Gd'" from the yield
of 3.16-Mev alpha-activity produced in the excitation

'
function bombardment of Sm "with alpha-particles if
an approximate value is assumed for the a,3e reaction
cross section. From the observed yield for 36-Mev
alpha-particles with a beam of measured intensity it
was determined that,

T; /o(cr, 3ss) =1.4&&10'years barn '.

The O.,xe cross sections in the rare earth region are not
known. If it is assumed that this cross section is about
one barn, as was found for the o.,3e reaction on Bi'"
at the same energy above the n, 3e threshold, " the
estimate of the partial alpha-decay half-life of Gd'
would be 1.4)(10' years. This estimate is probably
reliable to a factor of three.

The presence of long lived electron capturing gado-
linium isotopes in the samples containing Gd' make
it impossible at present by simple beta-gamma counting
to set a significant lower limit on the branching ratio
between alpha-decay and electron capture, if electron
capture is a mode of decay. The possibility that Gd'~

may be stable with respect to electron capture decay can
neither be ruled out nor confirmed by present data.

Z. 3.0-Men Gd'4'

Following a bombardment of 200 mg of samarium
oxide with 31-Mev alpha-particles, a chemical separa-

"N. Metropolis and G. Reitwiesner, TaMe of Atomic Masses,
Atomic Energy Commission Unclassified Document NP-1980
(March, 1950), unpublished."J.A. Harvey, Phys. Rev. 81, 353 {1951)."E. L, Kelly and K. Segre, Phys. Rev. 75, 999 (1949).
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tion by standard cation exchange column elution at
room temperature (Appendix I, E) was made. A sample
plate of the gadolinium and europium chemical fraction
was prepared by vaporization. A small amount of 3.16-

Mev Gd'~ was observed in the sample; in addition
there was some activity with alpha-energy of about
3.0&0.15 Mev which decayed with a half-life of about
a week. This 3.0-Mev activity was not observed fol-
lowing intensive deuteron (19 Mev) bombardments of
of Sm203 and, hence, cannot be europium. The 3.0-Mev
activity was assigned to Gd'4', which has been studied
by Ho6 et al." and found to decay mainly by orbital
electron capture with a half-life of 9&1 days. The a/EC
branching ratio is about 7&(10 ' from comparison
counting in the alpha-pulse analyzer and the methane
proportional counter (Nucleometer) on the same count-
ing yield assumptions as were made for the Eu'"
n/EC estimation (i.e., n, 0.4; EC, 0.3). This branching
ratio figure is probably good to within a factor of three.
This branching ratio would correspond to a partial
alpha half-life of about 4)&10' years.

3. Z.7-Mev Gd"'

It has been suggested by Kohman' that Gd"'
might be stable with respect to electron capture although
it is missing in nature. Thus, like Sm"', Gd"' might be
so missing because its alpha-decay half-life is much
less than the age of the elements (i.e., T,&10' years)„
In the hope that the alpha-half-life of Gd"' might be
short enough to detect by cyclotron production, an
intense irradiation of Eu203 with 19-Mev deuterons
was made. Gd"' should have been produced in fair
yield by the reaction Eu'"(d, 3n)Gd"'

Following bombardment the Ku203 target material
was dissolved in 6E HC1, the rare earth hydroxides
were precipitated with ammonia, and after redissolving
with a minimum of 6S HCl a chemical separation of
europium (and. partially samarium) from gadolinium
was made by the sodium amalgam procedure (Appendix
I, E).

A thin uniform sample of part of the gadolinium
fraction on 'a platinum plate was prepared by the
volatilization technique (Appendix I, E). This sample
exhibited a minute amount (0.45 alpha-disintegration/
minute) of alpha-activity of 2.7&0.15 Mev energy. The
presence of short-range alpha-activity in the gadolinium
fraction was further confirmed by Dunlavey, " who
introduced some of the gadolinium fraction into the
emulsion of an Ilford C2 photographic plate and
allowed it to stand for several days before developing.
Microscopic examination of the de veloped plate
revealed a number of alpha-particle tracks with a mean
range of about 9.7 microns. This range corresponds to
an alpha-particle energy of 2.74 Mev on the range-energy
curves of Rotblat. "

is T P Kohman& Phys Rev 1P& 20 (1948)"D. C. Dunlavey, unpublished results.' D. J. Rotblat, Nature 165, 387 (1950).

TABLE II. Calculated reaction thresholds from Fermi
semi-empirical mass equation.

Reaction

Srni'7(n, 2n) Gdi4

(0.)3n) Gd'4'

(~,C )Gd'4'
expt.

En»~(p, 3g) G(p49

(p,4n) Gd"'
(p,5e) Gd'4'

expt.

Threshold
(Mev)

16.9
24.5
34.0
28-30
17.9
25.5

. 349
r 30

The mass assignment of this alpha-activity to Gd"'
should be considered tentative, since the assignment is
based principally on semi-empirical considerations of
the probable expected alpha-decay energy for Gd"'.
Decay measurements over a one-year period show the
activity to have a half-life of greater than two years,
ruling out the possibility that this activity could arise
from 155 day" Gd"'.

Sun et a/. 22 have reported observing an alpha-activity
of 7.0-hour half-life from a bombardment of Sm203
with 30-Mev alpha-particles. This activity was assigned

by them to gadolinium, since it was not produced by
proton (8-Mev) and deuteron (15-Mev) bombardments
on Sm203. They do not mention any alpha-particle
energy measurements nor any chemical separations. In
apparent contradiction to this it has not been possible
here to detect any rare earth alpha-activity of half-life
near seven hours following intense irradiations of Sm203
with 30-Mev alpha-particles. In nearly all bombard-
ments here it is observed that some alpha-activity due
to traces of heavy element (uranium, thorium, bismuth,
or lead) impurities in the target materials is produced.
It has generally been necessary to make alpha-energy
measurements or chemical separations or both to make
sure that observed alpha activity was due to rare earth
nuclides and not to heavy element contaminants. For
example, the 7.5-hour alpha-emitter At"' would be
produced in good yield by 30-Mev alpha-particles on
an extremely small amount of bismuth impurity by the
reaction Bi"'(a,2e)At"'. An alpha-particle energy
measurement on any newly discovered alpha-emitter in
the rare earth region needs to be made as proof in view
of the probability of heavy element impurities in small
amounts.

C. Terbium Isotopes (Z=65)

In a preliminary report' the discovery of rare earth
alpha-emitters with alpha-particle energies of 4.2 and
4.0 Mev and half-lives of 7 minutes and 4 hours,
respectively was reported and their tentative assign-
ment to terbium made. Subsequent work provided
chemical proof for the assignment of the latter activity
to terbium (3.9s Mev, 4.1 hour). The seven minute

s' R. E. Hein and A. F. Voigt, Phys. Rev. 79, 783 (1950).
~ Sun, Pecjak, Jennings, Allen, and Nechaj, Phys. Rev. 82, 772

(1951).
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activity, whose half-life is too short for chemical identi-
fication of the element, was reassigned to dysprosium
(Z=66) on the basis of later bombardment data. Its
appearance in low yield after proton bombardments of
gadolinium oxide in the first experiments was probably
due to a small amount of terbium present in the target
material. A second alpha-emitter in terbium (3.44 Mev,
19 hour) was also observed and studied.

1. 3.95-Men Tb'4'

This alpha-emitter of 4.1&0.1 hour half-life was the
first of the artificial rare earth alpha-emitters to be
observed, following a bombardment of gadolinium oxide
with 200-Mev protons. Subsequently, the 4.1-hour
alpha-activity was also produced by bombardment of
terbium oxide with 120-Mev protons, of dysprosium
oxide and ytterbium oxide with 200-Mev protons, and
of europium oxide with alpha-particles of 90 Mev, 120
Mev, and (in 3 percent of the 90-Mev yield) 60
Mev. It was produced in very low yield in a bombard-
ment of gadolinium oxide with 31-Mev protons.

Following a number of these bombardments chemical
separations of the rare earth products were made by
the standard cation exchange column elutions described
in Appendix I, E. The 4.1-hour alpha-activity was

always observed exclusively in the terbium chemical
fractions.

The alpha-particle energy was determined by pulse
analysis to be 3.95%0.04 Mev. A recent energy meas-
urement by Asaro and Rasmussen (Table I, reference

a) using a magnetic alpha-ray spectrograph gave the
more accurate result 3.95&0.02 Mev.

The mass number 149 was assigned to this activity
on the basis of a mass spectrographic determination
previously reported2' by the authors in collaboration
with F. L. Reynolds.

No positron activity with 4.1 hour half-life could be
observed in samples containing Tb'", but it has not
yet been possible from direct counting data to make a
significant estimate on the branching ratio between
alpha-decay and electron capture, as there were present
in all samples of Tb"' many other isotopes undergoing
decay by electron capture and positron emission. A
lower limit on the alpha-decay to electron capture
branching ratio of about one percent was previously
given. '

Z. 3.44-Me@ Tb'"

High energy (100-200 Mev) proton bombardments
of gadolinium oxide, terbium oxide, and dysprosium
oxide, and alpha particle-bombardments of europium
oxide were observed to produce some alpha-activity
of 19&1 hour half-life.

Following proton bombardments of gadolinium oxide
and of dysprosium oxide, the terbium activities were
separated from the gadolinium target material by means

2'Rasmussen, Reynolds, Thompson, and Ghiorso, Phys. Rev.
80, 475 (1950).

of the standard cation exchange column elutions de-
scribed in Appendix I, E. For the 87'C separations pH
3.4 citrate solution was used as the eluting agent. This
alpha-activity was found exclusively in the terbium
chemical fraction. An average of several pulse analysis
energy measurements gave an alpha-particle energy of
3.44~0.1 Mev.

Only a tentative mass assignment of the 19-hour
activity can be made at present. The alpha-particle
excitation work on europium oxide by Rollier and
Rasmussen'4 indicated a probable mass assignment to
151, with 150 a possibility.

Theoretical half-life-energy relations for alpha-decay
lead to the conclusion that the predominant mode of
decay of the 19-hour terbium alpha-emitter must be
orbital electron capture or positron emission. The

'

presence of 17.2-hour Tb'", however, which decays by
electron capture and positron emission, "in all samples
of the 19-hour terbium has hitherto made impossible

any direct determination of the branching ratios between
the expected modes of decay of the 19-hour terbium
alpha-emitter, although the lower limit n/EC) 4X 10 '
(probably much too low) can be set. '4

D. Dysprosium Isotopes (S=66)
The three dysprosium alpha-emitters listed in Table I

were observed following high energy proton bombard-
ments of several rare earth elements with atomic
number greater than 64. They were also produced by
100 Mev C"ion" bombardments of neodymium (Z =60)
oxide by Nd(C", xmas)Dy reactions. The alpha-energies
and the half-lives of these isotopes were determined
following bombardments of terbium (Z =65) oxide
with protons of about 100-Mev energy.

With regard to the possible mass assignments of the
three dysprosium activities of 4.2&-, 4.06-, and 3.6&-Mev

energies, it is to be noted that all three are produced
in good yield by 100-Mev protons on terbium. The 4.06

and 3.6~-Mev activities are apparently produced in

extremely low yield by 70-Mev protons on terbium.
The cross sections for production of all three dysprosium
alpha-emitters undergo large increases somewhere
between 70 and 100 Mev. An approximate theoretical
calculation similar to that outlined by Fermi'~ of the
most probable number of neutrons to be evaporated
from the compound nucleus Dy"', (Tb"'+H'), excited
to a maximum of energy by 70- or 100-Mev protons is

6—7 or 9—10, respectively. The dysprosium alpha-
emitters then would most likely be products of Tb"'-
(P,xe)Dy"' * reactions with 7&x&11, allowing the

limits 153&A &149 to be set on the mass numbers.

Further studies of bombardment yields of these alpha-

~ M. A. Rollier and J. O. Rasmussen, Jr., unpublished results.
s' G. Wilkinson and H. G. Hicks, Phys. Rev. 79, 815 (1950).
2' Miller, Hamilton, Putnam, Haymond, and Rossi, Phys. Rev.

80, 486 (1950)."E. Fermi, XNcleur Physics (University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1950), p. 162.
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emitters in the proton energy range between 70 and
120 Mev should enable one to set better limits on the
individual mass numbers.

No information concerning other modes of decay,
such as electron capture or positron emission, has been
obtained yet for any of the three dysprosium alpha-
emitters.

l. 4.Z-Me vDysprosium

SOO-
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Bombardments of terbium oxide with 100-Mev
protons and bombardments of neodymium oxide with

100-Mev C" ions were observed to produce some
alpha-activity with a seven minute half-life.

A probable element assignment is made by noting
the bombardments in which this activity is produced
and. those in which it is not. Its production by protons
on terbium and by carbon ions on neodymium (Z =60)
restricts the atomic number of the seven-minute
activity to 66 or less. Also, its atomic number must be
greater than 65, for it was not produced by bombard-
ments of europium oxide with alpha-particles at energies
of 60, 90, or 120 Mev. Hence, the seven-minute activity
is attributed to a dysprosium nuclide (Z =66).

The seven-minute alpha-activity is seen on the first
two pulse analysis curves of Fig. 3. From these curves
the alpha-particle energy of the seven-minute activity
was determined as 4.21&0.06 Mev. The counting rates
of this activity were calculated by the summation of
the counts under the pulse analysis peak. The half-life
of 7&2 minutes was determined from the slope of the
decay curve. Other half-life determinations agree within
these limits.

Z. 4 06 3fev Dy.spr-osium

Bombardments of terbium oxide wj, th 100-Mev
protons and of dysprosium oxide with 200-Mev protons
were observed to produce alpha-activity with a 19-
minute half-life,

The assignment of this activity of dysprosium is made
on the basis of its appearance in the 100-Mev proton
bombardment of terbium oxide and not in alpha-particle
bombardments of europium oxide at energies of 60, 90,
and 120-Mev. The alpha-particle energy of the 19-
minute dysprosium activity is determined as 4.06&0.04
Mev by pulse analysis.

From several decay curves of this alpha-activity the
half-life of 19&4 minutes was determined.

3. 3.6-Mev Dysprosium

Bombardments of terbium oxide with 100- and 120-
Mev protons and bombardments of neodymium oxide
with 100-Mev C" ions produced some alpha-activity
of 2.3-hour half-life.

The element assignment to dysprosium was made on
the basis of a chemical separation of the products of a
120-Mev proton bombardment of terbium oxide. The
separation was made by standard cation exchange
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FxG. 3. Alpha-pulse analysis curves of a sample of dysprosium
alpha-activities showing decay.

column elution at 78'C using pH 3.3 citrate solution as
eluting agent, as described in Appendix I, E.

The alpha-particle energy was determined by pulse
analysis to be 3.6~+0.08 Mev. The half-life was deter-
mined from decay curves to be 2.3&0.2 hours.

E. Isotopes of Other Rare Earth Elements

There is good evidence of short half-life alpha-
activities in rare earth elements with atomic number
greater than 66, that of dysprosium, although no
systematic study of them has yet been made.

A short bombardment of dysprosium oxide with 200-
Mev protons produced, in addition to several activities
in terbium and dysprosium which have been previously
discussed (Secs. II, C and D), some alpha-activity with
about a four-minute half-life and 4.2~0.15-Mev
energy. This activity probably arises from a holmium
(Z =67) isotope.

A short bombardment of samarium (Z=62) oxide
with 100-Mev C" ions was observed to produce some
alpha-activity with about a 3.5-minute half-life. No
energy measurement of the alpha-particles was made,
so the possibility that this activity came from heavy
element impurities in the target material cannot be
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ruled out, but it seems probable that this activity was
due to a holmium (Z =67) or an erbium (Z =68) nuclide.

It seems likely that some of the nuclides containing
84 or a few more neutrons of the elements of atomic
number greater than 66 will exhibit appreciable decay
by alpha-particle emission. It is to be expected, how-

ever, that the increased energies available to the various
decay processes will result in very short half-lives for
these isotopes. Those nuclides with half-lives greater
than a few minutes in these higher elements are prob-
ably so many neutrons beyond the 84-neutron con-
figuration favorable to alpha-decay that they will show
unobservably low alpha-decay branching.

It appears that no appreciable alpha-branching is
exhibited by neutron deficient nuclides of atomic
numbers 67 to 69 with half-lives of intermediate length

(& 1 hour). A two-hour bombardment of erbium (Z =68)
oxide with 200-Mev protons was made, and chemical
separation by cation exchange column was completed
two hours after the end of the bombardment. No alpha-
activity was found in the fractions corresponding to
elements with atomic number greater than 66 (dys-
prosium). (The 2.3-hour dysprosium alpha-activity and
the 4.1-hour terbium activity were prominent in their
respective chemical fractions. ) In a search for long-lived
alpha-activity a target of ytterbium oxide (Z = 70) was

given an intensive irradiation by protons of 150 and
250 Mev for a total of g,bout forty hours. After several
days a chemical separation by standard cation exchange
column elutions was made. No alpha-activity in any of
the rare earth elements was found except for the 3.16-

Mev alpha-activity in gadolinium due to Gd'".
No alpha-activities in nuclides with atomic numbers

less than 63 (europium) have yet been observed in this
investigation, excepting, of course, the natural alpha-
emitting isotope Sm'". Only a few short survey bom-
bardments have been made in this region, so significant

upper limits on alpha-half-lives cannot be set.
The best chance of observing alpha-activity in an

artificially produced samarium isotope is probably in

the 84-neutron isotope Sm"', which is presumed beta-
stable" but is missing in nature. Recently Long et al.'8

have reported discovery of alpha-activity attributable
to Sm'4' with a half-life of 10~10' years.

F. Gold Isotope (2=79)
l. 5.l-Men Go@

Following bombardments of gold foils with 200-Mev
protons or 190-Mev deuterons and of platinum foils
with protons of as low energy as 100 Mev, an alpha-
activity of 4.3-minute half-life was observed. '

This activity was assigned to gold on the basis of a
chemical separation procedure utilizing extraction of
the chloride into ethyl acetate as described in Appendix

s' Long, Pool, and Kundu, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 27, 20 (1952).

I, E.The alpha-activity in the gold fraction was counted
within thirty seconds following chemical separation and
no evidence of deviation from the simple 4.3-minute
decay was found. From this evidence, it can be stated
that the alpha-particles are emitted either by the 4.3-
minute gold nuclide or by its platinum daughter nuclide
(from positron or electron capture decay) with the
half-life of the daughter less than 15 seconds, the latter
possibility seeming unlikely.

By alpha-pulse analysis the energy of the 4.3-minute
alpha-particles was determined as 5,07&0.1 Mev.
Comparison standards Pu"' (5.14 Mev), Am'" (5.48
Mev), and Cm'4' (6.11 Mev) were used in the deter-
mination.

The half-life of 4.3&0.2 minutes has been determined
from alpha-decay curves extending through a decay
factor of 100.

The limits set on the mass number of the gold alpha-
emitter are rather indefinite, based on evidence con-
cerning bombardment energies necessary for its pro-
duction. Tentative limits of 183&A &187 have been
set.

Chemically separated samples containing the gold
alpha-activity were counted with standard Geiger
counters, with and without beryllium and lead ab-
sorbers. A component with approximately four-minute
half-life can be resolved from the decay curves. From
comparison of counting rates with diferent com-
binations of absorbers it was possible to determine an
approximate figure for the abundance of electromag-
netic radiation with four-minute half-life of about the
energy of platinum E x-rays. The ratio of alpha-disin-
tegrations to four minute E x-rays was about 10 4. If
both radiations arise from the same isotope and if
roughly one E x-ray per electron capture disintegration
is emitted, then the n/EC branching ratio would be
10 4 as reported in the 1949 paper. ' This branching
ratio should be regarded as uncertain.

G. Mercury Isotopes (Z=QQ)

1. 5.6-Mew 3EIerclry

Following bombardments of gold foils with 190-Mev
deuterons some alpha-activity of 0.7-minute half-life
was observed. This activity was assigned to mercury
on the basis of a chemical separation by volatilization
(see Appendix I, E) from the gold foil. Its alpha-particle
energy was determined to be 5.60&0.1 Mev by alpha-
pulse analysis. Its half-life was determined to be
0.7~0.2 minute from decay curves of the 5.6-Mev alpha-
peak from the pulse analyses.

Xo work to determine the threshold bombardment
energy for production of this activity has been done
besides the original 190-Mev deuteron bombardments;
hence, no significant limits on the mass number can be
set at this time.
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Alyha-Decay Rate

The alpha-emitters in the rare earth region are of
special interest in that they provide data on the rate of
alpha-decay in a region considerably removed from the
heavy element alpha-emitters.

Of the rare earth alpha-emitters with known decay
energies only the naturally occurring Sm'" has its
alpha-decay rate well determined. The alpha-decay
rates of Eu'" Gd'", and Gd'" are known approxi-
mately. Only upper limits can presently be set on the
alpha-decay rates of the terbium and dysprosium
alpha-emitters, since their alpha-to-electron capture
decay branching ratios have not yet been determined.
experimentally

The correlations of alpha-decay rates and decay
energies among the heavy element alpha-emitters show
great regularity if nuclides of even-even nuclear type
alone are included. The odd nucleon number alpha-
emitters exhibit decay rates lower than the correlations
of the even-even type nuclides would predict by
factors as great as 1000.

If one knew which of several alpha-decay rate for-
mulas that have been proposed most nearly represented
the true physical situation, it would be possible by
using the experimental alpha-decay of 64Gd'" to
calculate the value of the "effective nuclear radius for
alpha-particles" or "alpha-particle penetration radius"
for the daughter nuclide Sm"'. Alpha-decay rate for-
mulas may generally be considered as the product of
two factors, as )t=f P, where )t is the alpha-decay
constant in seconds '. P represents the penetrability
factor of the Coulombic potential barrier, and f, the
hypothetical "decay constant in the absence of the
potential barrier. " The potential which the alpha-
particle experiences is generally idealized as a pure
coulombic potential at distances of the alpha-particle
from the nucleus greater than an "effective nuclear
radius" E, at which point there is assumed a sharp
cutoG of the Coulombic potential to some low value.
There is wide variation in the values estimated for f,
the decay constant without barrier, depending upon
the particular nuclear model chosen. The one body
model as applied by Biswas and Patro" and by Perlman
and Ypsilantisss leads to f values of the order of 2X 10"
sec ', while at the other extreme the many-body model
proposed by Bethe" leads to f values of the order .of
1)(10" sec '. As a result, radius values determined
from the experimental data on alpha-decay in the
heavy region by the latter model exceed by 45 percent
those determined by the former model. Other alpha-
decay formulas lead to results between these extremes.

In view of the considerable variation in f estimates
and some other details in various alpha-decay rate

"S. Biswas and A. P. Patro, Indian J. Phys. 22, 540 {1948).' I. Perlman and T. J. Ypsilantis, Phys. Rev. 79, 30 (1950).
"H. A. Bethe, Revs. Modern Phys. 9, 161 (1937).

TABLE III. Alpha-particle penetration radius values calculated
from alpha-decay rate data and corresponding constants for radius
expressions.

Rate formula

Penetration radii
(in 10» cm)

Ra224 Gd148

Constants in radius expressions
aA&+b Present's Eq.a

a b al bl

1. BP and PY
2. R
3. PK
4. RCJ
5. BMB

8.70 7.55
9.01 7.84
9.25 8.00

10.16 9.10
12.60 11.78

1.46 —0.10
1.48 0.07
1.58 —0.30
1.34 2.07
1.04 6.32

1.085 1.79
1.10 2.01
1.18 1.75
1.00 3.80
0.77 7.70

a See reference 37.

formulas, the R values (Sm"4 daughter nucleus) were
calculated from Gd'" data by Ave separate rate ex-
pressions. The first is the one-body formula used by
Biswas and Patro" and by Perlman and Ypsilantis. "
The second is a formula derived by one of the authors
(J.O.R.).s' The third is an approximate form of the
one-body formula derived and applied by Preston'3 and
also applied by Kaplan. 34 The fourth is a many-body
expression of the same form as the second, but based
on the procedure suggested by Cohen, '~ which uses
alpha-penetration radii determined from alpha-. particle
bombardment excitation functions. The radii used were
based on the (n, fission) cross-section measurements
on Th"' by Jungermann. "The fifth decay expression
used is the form of the many-body decay model pro-
posed by Bethe."

The details of these five alpha-decay formulas can be
found in Appendix II.

R values (Em" daughter nucleus) from Ra" data
were also calculated by these expressions and are pre-
sented in Table III. From these E values in the two
regions, constants "u" and "b" were determined to
give agreement with the effective nuclear radius formula
of type

E=( aA' +)bX10 "cm,

where A is the mass number. The first term in the
expression may be associated with the radius of the
nucleus proper and the second term with the "radius
of the alpha-particle" plus the range of nuclear forces.
A radius expression in which the constant term might
have greater physical signi6cance was felt to be the
following, employing Present's" nuclear radius formula
which takes into account a finite compressibility of
nuclear matter:

R = (a'A &L1+0.8(A —2Z)'/A' —0.3/A &

+0.010Z'/A isj+b'})C10 "cm.

The constants u, b, u', and b' are given in Table III
with the 6ve sets of E. values.

~ J. 0. Rasmussen, Jr., Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
California (1952), p. 65, unpublished.

"M. A. Preston, Phys. Rev. 71, 865 (1947).
'4 I. Kaplan, Phys. Rev. 81, 962 {1951).
% B. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 80, 105 (1950).
s' J. Jungerrnann, Phys. Rev. 79, 640 (1950)."R.Present, Phys. Rev. 60, 28 (1947).
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TABLE IV. Calculation of decay constants using nuclear radii
6tting Gd" decay.

Nuclide

Totala
nuclear
alpha-
decay
energy
(Mev)

10gtP r
(r is the mean life for alpha-decay in seconds, r =1/X)

1 2 3 4 5
BP and

PY R PK RCJ BMB

7.55b 7.84b 8.00" 9.10b 11.78b
Experi-
mental

Sm'4'
Eu'4Z
Gd148
Gd149
Gd150
Tbl49
Tb151

Dy
Dy
Dy

2.26
2.98

b 327
3.1
2.8
4.08
3.56
4.35
4.20
3.73

18.79
11.42
9.98

11.26
~ ~ ~

&4.33
&5.00
&2.84
&3.21
&4.08

19.89
11.98

~ ~ ~

11.56
14.66
4.66
8.32
3.62
4.54
7.68

19.87
11.98

~ ~ ~

11.55
14.65
4.64
8.30
3.61
4.50
7.68

19.74
11.91

~ ~ ~

11.50
14.58
4.64
8.27
3.53
4.51
7.66

19.88 19.77
12.01 11.94

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

11.56 11.51
14.60 14.50
4.68 4.73
8.31 8.28
3.63 3.69
4.50 4.58
7.64 7.64

a The "total nuclear alpha-decay energy" is the decay energy (alpha-
particle plus recoil) that the nucleus stripped of electrons would exhibit,
It is calculated by adding to the observed alpha-particle energy the recoil
energy and an energy term equal to the electrostatic potential energy of
the alpha-particle at the nucleus due to the electron cloud (see reference 32,
Appendix II). This last correction amounts to 30 kev for uranium, 26 kev
for polonium, and about 20 kev in the rare earth region. A graph of the
correction term applied is shown in Fig. 4. This graph was plotted using
the potential calculations of Dickinson [W. C. Dickinson, Phys. Rev. 80,
563 (1950)].

b Radius values (in 10» cm) are based on the experimental decay rate of
Gd148

The b' values for formulas (1),. (2), and (3) seem to be
reasonable physically, while the b' values for (4) and
(5) seem too large. This comparison would favor the
decay formulas (1), (2), and (3) with the higher f values
over those with lower values. It should be borne in
mind in this regard that the uncertainties in the experi-
mental alpha-decay data for Gd'" suggest error limits
on the calculated R values of about ~5 percent. The
constant terms b and b' in the radius expressions are
very sensitive to the differettce betw'een the 8 values
for Ra"4 and Gd'4'. A change of the Gd'4' E value by
~5 percent would cause a change in b and b' values of
about &3. Alpha-decay formula (5) would still appear
to be excluded by too large a value for b', but formula

(4) could not be ruled out.
Using the E values for Gd'" the alpha-decay rates of

the other rare earth alpha-emitters were calculated
from the various decay expressions. Many of these
alpha-emitters are not even-even nuclear type. From
observations among the heavy elements one would

expect the calculated rates to be merely upper limits

for nuclei not of even-even type. Lower rates would not
be surprising in view of the common occurrence of
hindrance with odd nucleon type alpha-emitters. The
calculations for the rare earth alpha-emitters are sum-

marized in Table IV, as the logarithms to the base
ten of the alpha-decay mean life r in seconds (r =1/X).

The decay rates calculated for each alpha-emitter by
the various decay formulas are seen to differ very little.
The diGerent decay formulas evidently give about the
same dependence of decay rate on decay energy, since

no signi6cant systematic differences from formula to
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FxG. 4. The additive correction to the atomic alpha-decay
energy to obtain the nuclear alpha-decay energy for decay rate
calculations. The correction is in kev versus the atomic number
minus one for the nucleus undergoing alpha-decay.

f 37ote added in proof:—It has come to the authors' attention
that several investigators (Rhodes, Franzen, and Stephens, Phys.
Rev. 87, 141 (1952); G. C. Hanna, Phys. Rev. 80, 530 (1950);
T. E. Cranshaw and J. A. Harvey, Can. J. Research A26, 243
(1948)) have found a slightly nonlinear relationship between
alpha-particle energy and total ionization in pure argon. If the
empirical formula of Cranshaw and Harvey for the average energy
to form an ion pair in argon is used to correct the Sm"' alpha-
particle energy of 2.18 Mev, a corrected alpha-energy of 2.21 Mev
is obtained. Applying the correction to the 3.16 Mev alpha-
energy of Gd', an energy of 3.18 Mev is obtained. Such a correc-
tion partially removes the Sm"' decay rate anomaly.

formula are evident. As to the agreement with the
experimental decay rates, it is seen that no disagreement
occurs with the lower limits in the terbium and dys-
prosium nuclides, for which good n. EC branching ratios
are not known. Note, however, that Gd'", Eu"", and
Sm'47 all exhibit progressively larger actual decay rates
than are calculated. This discrepancy is of the opposite
sign from the possible hindrance associated with odd
nucleon nuclear types. Sm'" exhibits a decay rate ten
times greater than predicted. The discrepancy may not
be fundamental but may be due to experimental error iii
the alpha-particle energy value of 2.18 Mev used for
Sm'4". This value was determined by Jesse and
Sadauskis" in an argon filled ionization chamber. The
assumption that total ionization in argon is strictly
proportional to alpha-particle energy was tested and
used in their Sm 4' energy determination. If this as-
sumption is not strictly true, and there is an "ionization
defect, " the energy value 2.18 Mev for Sm'" is too low. I'

So sensitive are the decay rate calculations in Sm" to
decay energy that an increase in decay energy of only
70 kev would remove the factor of ten discrepancy in
the values of Table IV. The smaller discrepancies in
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Gd"' and Ku'" would be nearly corrected, too, by such
a change, since their decay energy values are based on
linear interpolation of ionization chamber measure-
ments between the energy standards Gd' and Sm' .

In Table V the logrsr values for formula (2) in Table
IV have been converted to half-life values and are
compared with the experimental half-lives.

TABLE V. Comparison of calculated and experimental alpha
half-lives.

Total
Nuclide decay energy

Experimental
alpha-half-life

Alpha-half-life
(from formula 2)

Sm'4'
Eu147
Gd148
Gd149
G,dls0
Tb149
Tblsl
Dy
Dy
'Dy

2.26
2.98
3.27
3.1
2.8
4.08
3.56
4.35
4.20
3.73

1.35X10"yr
~6X10' yr

1.4X10' yr
~4X10' yr

~ ~ ~

)4.1 hr
)+19 hr

&8 min)1.9 min
)2.3 hr

1.6X10'2 yr
2.2X104 yr

~ ~ ~

7.8X10' yr
9.8X10' yr
8.4 hr
2.9 yr

42 min
6.2 hr

256 days

"M. O. Stern, Revs. Modern Phys. 21, 316 (1949); A. H.
Wapstra, Physica 16, 33 (1950);Huizenga, Magnussen, Simpson,
and Winslow, AEC Declassi6ed Document AECD-3150 (1951),
unpublished; G. T. Seaborg, Phi Lambda Upsilon Lecture (III),
Ohio State University (March, 1952), unpublished; M. O. Stern,
University of California Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-1728
(1952), unpublished.

4' B. Weaver, Phys. Rev. 80, 301 (1950).

B. Rare Earth Alyha-Decay Energy Systematics
and the Neutron Closed Shell of 82

Kith knowledge of the alpha-decay energies of many
isotopes of the heavy elements and the beta-decay
energies of a few, it has been possible to calculate the
relative masses" of nuclides of given radioactive families
with great accuracy by the method of closed decay
cycles. The determination of a few neutron binding
energies made it possible to relate the mass values
between the various decay families and thus to calculate
the relative masses of a very large number of heavy
nuclides.

Before studying the systematics of alpha-decay
energies in the rare earth region it would be well to
attempt to calculate any unobserved alpha-energies
possible by the method of closed decay cycle energy
balances. ' The application of such calculations to the
rare earth alpha-emitters is unfortunately quite limited,
since in the region where alpha-decay occurs the prin-
cipal decay process is orbital electron capture, for which
it is generally not possible to make direct experimental
determinations of the decay energy. It is possible,
though, to calculate the alpha-decay energies of Pm"
and Nd'4r as follows: (The mass assignment of the
samarium alpha-activity to 147 has been made by
Keaver" and by Rasmussen et al. ," and the alpha-
particle energy 2.18 Mev as determined in an argon

TABLE VI. Alpha-decay energies of rare earth nuclides.

Nuclide

Sm'4'
Eu147
Gd148

149

150

Tb"'
(151)

Dy(1so)
(1s1)

(1s2)

Pm'47
Nd147

144

Sm"4
14&

146

85
84
84
85
86
84

(86)~

(84)'
(85)~
(86)R
86
87
84
82
86
84

B~ (Exp.)
(Mev)

including
screening
correction

2.26
2.98
3.27
3.1
2.8
4.08
3.56
4.35
4.20
3.73
1.56 (calc.)
1.04(calc.)

&2.0
&2.1
+2.1
&2.4

"Normal"
B~ (calc.

from semi-
emp. mass
Eq.) Mev

0.08
0.73
1.19
1.01
0.87
1.60
1.28
2.05
1.87
1.73—0.59—1.28—0.68

+0.64—0.07
+0.28

Dif-
ference

Mev

2.18
2.25
2.08
2.1
19
2.48
2.28
2.30
2.33
2.00
2.15
2.32

&2.68(1.5
&2.2
&2.1

& ( ) indicates mass number not known but merely assumed for cal-
culations.

filled ionization chamber by Jesse and Sadauskis" is
used. )

Sm'4' ~
Ep= 0.223

CX no y

E =2.26 Mev

Qd143 ~
Ep-——0.932

Pm14~ &—

~~+&=o 9&5
1

)Za1

Pr143

Ep+~= 1.44

Nd'"
I

f

iEa2
t

Qe143

"K. Way et el. , Xucleer Date, National Bureau of Standard
Circular No. 499 {1950).~%'. S. Emmerich and J. D. Kurbatov, Phys. Rev. 83, 40
(1951).

4' C. E. Mandeville and E. Shapiro, Proc. Nat. Inst. Sci. India
17, 45 (1951).

Conservation of energy requires that

Eag ——2.26+0.223—0.932 = 1.56 Mev )

Zas ——Zap+0. 915—1.44 = 1.04 Mev.

(Beta-decay energies of Pm'4r and Pr'4s are from the
NBS table. 4') Nd'4' decay energies are from the work
of Emmerich and Kurbatov, 4' and Ce'4' energies are
from the work of Mandeville and Shapiro. " These
alpha-decay energies correspond to alpha half-lives
much too long for experimental detection.

The list of rare earth nuclides with known alpha-
decay energies can be augmented for a study of decay
energy trends by the addition of a few nuclides for which
upper or lower limits on alpha-decay energy can be
set by consideration of the relation between alpha-decay
energy and rate. Approximate upper energy limits can
be set for the naturally occurring rare earth nuclides not
observed to undergo alpha-decay. Included in Table VI
are Nd'", Sm'", and Sm" for which upper energy limits
have been set on the assumption that the half-lives
for alpha-decay must be greater than 10'4 years to have
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escaped experimental detection of decay. 44 The lower
energy limit in Table VI for the presumably beta-stable
Sm"' not present in nature was set on the assumption
that its alpha-decay half-life must be less than 10' years
to have decayed away since the formation of the
elements.

Table VI also lists the alpha-decay energies calculated
from the semi-empirical mass equation using the tables
of Metropolis and Reitwiesner" and assuming a mass
for He4 of 4.00390 atomic mass units and the mass
energy conversion factor of 931.4 Mev =1 atomic mass
unit.

In Fig. 5 the energy data of Table VI are plotted
against neutron number.

The gadolinium isotopes constitute the only isotopic
sequence for which the mass numbers are fairly certain.
Mass assignments on the plot for the dysprosium iso-
topes are guesses based on the expectation that the
various curves of Fig. 5 should be nearly parallel, as
are those of Fig. 6, a plot of alpha-energies against mass
number in the heavy region.

It is evident from Fig. 5 that a maximum in alpha-
decay energy should occur for the samarium isotopes
at 83 or 84 neutrons. In Sec. II A evidence was presented
to show that Eu"', Eu'" and Eu'" must have alpha
half-lives much longer than that of Ku'4~, since no
alpha-activity ascribable to them has been observed.
In accordance with the relation between alpha-decay

IJJ

I
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LLI
Z
LLJ

0—
CD
LLJa

-I—
Z
CL

p.Xb

ISO
Tb l5I

X
gdl48

Gd'"'
V""& Gd'"

Lsd IWLivi Tl

~ pm-' ~caLc)

66

Ndl 7caLcl
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6l
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60

-3
80 . 82

I

90

(NEUT RON No. )

FIG. 5. Alpha-decay energy versus neutron number relationships
of rare earth nuclides. The lower family of dashed lines is defined
by the energies calculated from semi-empirical mass equation.
-g- mass number certain. —X- mass number probable. —+—one
of a few mass numbers.

~F. Bestenreiner and E. Broda, Nature 164, 658 (1949); E.
Sroda and K. Jenkner, Experientia 7, 121—127 (1951).

energy and decay rate it can, thus, be assumed that
Eu'" with 84 neutrons, for which alpha-decay has
actually been observed, has a greater alpha-decay
energy than any of its neighboring europium isotopes
(with the possible exception of Eu"', for which a sig-
ni6cant upper limit on the alpha half-life has not yet
been determined). For the gadolinium and terbium
isotopes, also, the maximum in alpha-decay energy
probably occurs in the 84 neutron nuclides Further-
more, no alpha-activity ascribable to a nuclide with less
than 84 neutrons has yet been observed.

The normal trend for alpha-decay energy to increase
with decreasing neutron number is seen from the family
of parallel lioes in Fig. 5 dined by the alpha-decay
energies calculated from Fermi s semi-empirical mass
equation in which no account is taken of Quctuations in
nuclear binding energies caused by structural effects,
such as those ascribed to nuclear closed shells. The true
alpha-decay energies are not only greater than mass
equation values by about 2 Mev, but exhibit a discon-
tinuity in the normal, trend, dropping to lower alpha-
decay values for neutron numbers less than 84.

Although the neutron binding energies of these
alpha-active rare earth nuclides cannot be calculated
explicitly, as for the alpha-emitters in the neighborhood
of 126 neutrons, " the analogy between the alpha
decay energy curves in the two regions, with their
maxima at 84 and 128 neutrons, respectively, would
strongly suggest that the maxima at 84 neutrons in the
rare earth alpha-decay energies are a consequence of the
decreased neutron binding energies just beyond the
closed she114' of 82 neutrons, in analogy to the maxima
at 128 neutrons resulting from the abnormally low
neutron binding energies just beyond the closed shell
of 126 neutrons.

The eGect on alpha-decay energies of the 82-neutron
closed shell was early suspected after discovery of rare
earth alpha-activity. Before any element or mass
assignments had been made, the relationship to the
closed shell was discussed by Thompson et al.' and by
Perlman et al. ,' and predictions of the probable mass
numbers of alpha-active nuclides made. Subsequent
experimental work has borne out these predictions to a
remarkable degree.

The neutron binding energy comparisons of Harvey"
show clearly an abnormal drop in the neutron binding
energies just beyond 126 neutrons, and the few cases
compared near 82 neutrons seem to indicate a like
discontinuity.

From small extrapolations of the curves in Fig. 5
one might estimate the decay energies of a few nuclides,
the alpha-activities of which have not yet been detected,
such as, Sm'" 2.5 Mev, Sm'" 2.0 Mev, Pm'"

2.0 Mev. With such energies alpha-activity of Sm' '
should be barely detectable and that of Sm'" and Pm' ~

undetectable by present techniques. Since the magni-

~ M. G. Mayer, Phys. Rev. 75, 1969 (1949).
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APPENDIX I. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Production of Alpha-Active Isotopes

For the production of the alpha-active isotopes investigated,
three-particle accelerators at the University of California Radia-
tion Laboratory have been used: the 184-inch cyclotron, the 60-
inch cyclotron, and the 32-Mev proton linear accelerator.

Rare earth elements were bombarded as the powdered oxides.
Materials of the highest available chemical purity were generally
used as target materials. Freedom from heavy element impurities
(uranium, thorium, bismuth, and lead) was especially important
in experiments on short-lived activities where rare earth chemical
separations were not feasible. In the 184-inch cyclotron the oxides
were generally bombarded in platinum or aluminum envelopes
within the cyclotron tank. The probe could be positioned within
the tank to expose the target material to bombardment at a
radius corresponding to the desired bombardment energy. Where
metal foils were bombarded in the 184-inch cyclotron, they were
clamped to target holders at the end of the probe. In the 60-inch
cyclotron alpha-particIe, deuteron, or proton bombardments, the
rare earth oxides were bombarded in the special target assembly
developed for the transcurium isotope work at this laboratory and
described in a recent article by Thompson et al.46 This water-
cooled assembly exposes the target to bombardment by the
de8ected beam of the 60-inch cyclotron. The C'2 ion bom-
bardments of rare earth oxides were made within the vacuum
tank, with the oxides wrapped in envelopes of 0.00025-inch
tantalum foil, which were in turn clamped to a probe.

B. Detection of Alpha-Activity

Alpha-activity was detected following bombardments by
counting samples in argon Riled ionization chamber counters
adjusted with the aid of an oscilloscope such that they would
count only the relatively large ionization pulses produced by
alpha-particles and not the "pile-ups" due to beta-gamma-
activity. Alpha-particles of the energies encountered in this work
(2.9 to 5.7 Mev) rapidly lose energy by ionization in traversal
of matter. Therefore, it was desirable that samples for alpha-
counting be made as thin as possible. Samples were usually pre-
pared by evaporation of active solutions on 5-mil thick platinum
disks. The disks were heated to red heat in a Game to drive oG all
remaining moisture and to destroy organic material in order to
minimize the self-absorption of alpha-activity in the sample.
Despite the fact that target materials of good purity were used,
there was often enough alpha-activity present from heavy element
contamination that it was found desirable to use as the detection
device the special argon-filled ionization chamber and 48-channel
differential pulse-height analyzer. '2 By counting the alpha-radio
activity in the pulse analyzer ion chamber, a measurement of the
pulse height was obtained. The alpha-particle energy could then
be calculated by comparison with the pulse heights produced by
alpha-emitter standards of known energy. Since the nuclear
coulombic potential barrier for alpha-particles is considerably
lower for rare earth nuclides than for heavy element nuclides, the

4s Thompson, Qhiorso, and Seaborg, Phys. Rev. 80, 782 (1950).

alpha-particles emitted by the rare earth alpha-emitters have
energies less than those of any heavy element alpha-activities of
comparable alpha-decay rates by at least 1 Mev. Thus, from the
observation of alpha-particle energy and alpha-decay rate alone,
an estimate of the atomic number of the alpha-active nuclide can
be made with an uncertainty no greater than ten.

C. Alpha-Particle Energy
Alpha-particle energies were obtained by measuring the amount

of ionization produced in an ionization chamber filled with purihed
argon. Pulse-height measurements were made by using the 48-
channel difterential pulse height analyzer described by Ghiorso
eI a/." The pulse height of the unknown alpha-activity was
measured, and alpha-activity standards of known alpha-energy
were also measured for comparison. The unknown alpha-energy
was determined by linear interpolation or extrapolation from the
standards. The linear dependence of total ionization in pure argon
gas to alpha-particle energy over a wide range of energy has been
shown by Jesse, Forstat, and Sadauskis. 4'

For the determination of the alpha-energies of the gold and
mercury alpha-emitters, a special ionization chamber was used
which had an arrangement for interposing a 5000-oersted magnetic
field between the sample and the chamber. This device was made
necessary because of the intense amount of beta- and gamma-
radiation produced by other short lived nuclides which increased
the "hash" or noise level in the ordinary grid chamber and thus
prevented accurate alpha-pulse analysis.

For obtaining the best possible alpha-energy measurements thin,
uniform samples were often prepared by vaporization in vacuum
of the alpha-active material from a tungsten filament at white
heat to a nearby platinum plate.

D. Half-Life of Activity

Half-life measurements were usually made by the conventional
method of plotting the logarithm of the counting rate against
time, with the half-life being determined from the slope of the
straight line plot, after subtraction of contributions from other
activities and from general background. This method was used
in this work for the determination of half-lives ranging from 4
minutes to 24 days. The method is, of course, not applicable for
the determination of extremely long half-lives. With long-lived
Gd"', for example, an estimate of the partial alpha half-life had
to be made from bombardment yields.

In the work reported here it is not possible to rule out from
experimental evidence alone the possibility that some'of the
activities are of the delayed alpha-emitter type, such as the beta-
emitter Li. Theoretical considerations concerning alpha-decay
rates as a function of decay energy make it unlikely that any
of' the medium heavy element alpha-emitters to be reported in
this paper are of the delayed alpha-emitter type. The observed
half-lives in decay of these activities are thus presumed to be the
true half-lives of the alpha-active nuclides and not those of parent
activities.

E. Atomic Number of Alpha-Active NucMe
The determinations of atomic number were made by chemical

means in the case of all activities where chemical separations
could be made in a length of time comparable to the half-lives.
For activities with half-lives too short to permit chemical element
assignments it was necessary to resort to the physical arguments
already given concerning the appearance or nonappearance of the
activity in bombardments of different target materials.

Element assignments by chemical means were accomplished by
making chemical separations on the bombarded material and
observing in which chemical fraction the activity of interest
appeared. By making adequate chemical separations the activity
could be assigned to a single chemical element.

"Jesse, Porstat, and Sadauskis, Phys. Rev. 77, 782 (1950).
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It should be mentioned that such chemical assignments of
atomic number do not necessarily determine the atomic number
of the alpha-active nuclide. The possibility always exists as men-
tioned in Appendix I, D that the activity of interest is a short-lived
activity in equilibrium with a longer-lived parent activity. In this
case the activity of interest would appear in the chemical fraction
of the longer-lived parent. Again it can only be said that theoretical
alpha-decay half-life considerations make it unlikely that such is
the situation with any of the alpha-emitters reported in this paper.

The rare earth elements (lanthanum through lutetium) present
a special problem in chemical separation from one another, since
they are very similar in chemical behavior.

The necessity of using thin samples for alpha-counting and
alpha-energy measurement places a restriction on the amount of
carrier material which may be added for the purpose of facilitating
radiochemical separations. The cation exchange resin column
separations to be mentioned below easily meet these requirements,
since no added carrier is required.

The separation of the individual rare earth elements in small
amounts in the work reported here was usually made by elution
from cation exchange resin columns. Dowex-50 resin4' (spherical
fines) in the ammonium form was used exclusively in the columns.
The eluting solutions of citric acid-ammonium citrate were always
0.25 3f in total citrate with 1 g/1 phenol added to prevent the
growth of mold. Most of the separations were made in a jacketed
column maintained at 78', 83', or 87'C. The apparatus and
techniques employed in the column separations at elevated tem-
peratures have been described in detail in a recent article. ' Where
speed in separation was unnecessary, the elutions were sometimes
made at room temperature at a slower Qow rate as described by
Wilkinson and Hicks. 4'

Before several column separations small amounts of various rare
earth elements were added, in order that positive chemical iden-
tification of elution peaks could later be made by spectrographic
analysis.

Europium and gadolinium are not satisfactorily separated from
one another by the cation exchange separations of the type de-
scribed above. A sodium amalgam reduction procedure was em-
ployed as a means of effecting their separation. The zinc amalgam
procedure described by Wilkinson and Hicks' for europium reduc-
tion was found to give extremely low yields unless europium carrier
material was added in amounts too large for good alpha-counting.
However, the sodium amalgam procedure described below was
found to give a fair separation between europium and gadolinium.
The reduction potential is sufhcient to reduce samarium into the
amalgam phase in low yield, and thus cannot be used e6ectively
as the basis of a separation of europium from samarium. This pro-
cedure is essentially that used by Newton and Ballou for separa-
tion of samarium and europium fission products from other rare
earths. ~

Amalgam procedure: Dissolve the europium oxide or hydroxide
(not more than 10 mg) in a minimum of hydrochloric acid. Dilute
the solution to 15 ml with water, and add ten drops of glacial
acetic acid. To the solution in a separatory funnel add 4 ml of
0.5-percent sodium amalgam. Shake for five seconds and transfer
the amalgam layer to a second separatory funnel containing 30 ml
of water. Again shake and transfer to a third funnel containing
30 ml of water. Finally, shake and transfer to a fourth funnel con-
taining 20 ml 2N HCl. After the evolution of hydrogen has ceased,
the europium fraction can be recovered by hydroxide precipitation
of the aqueous phase in the fourth funnel, while the gadolinium
can be recovered from the aqueous phase in the first funnel.

Following the deuteron bombardments of gold targets the
radioactive mercury fraction was separated from the gold leaf by
volatilization. Within a special steel chamber the gold was heated

"Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan."G. Wilkinson and H. G. Hicks, Phys. Rev. 75, 1370 (1949).
"A. S. Newton and N. Ballou, Chemical Procedure 62—1,

University of California Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-432
(1949), unpublished.

strongly under a platinum plate, which was cooled on the back
by circulating water. The mercury condensed on the platinum
plate.

A gold fraction was isolated from the gold or platinum targets
by dissolving these metal targets in hot, concentrated aqua regia,
diluting the solutions to about 6E in acid and extracting the gold
chloride into ethyl acetate, which was then washed once or twice
with 2$ HCl. The gold was recovered by evaporating the ethyl
acetate solution on a platinum plate.

F. Mass Number

Determinations of mass number of the alpha-active nuclides
studied in this investigation were made by two methods: (a)
deduction from production yields of activity as a function of
energy of bombardment (excitation functions), and (b) mass
spectrographic isotope separation with detection of alpha-activity
by nuclear emulsion transfer plate. "A third possible method of
mass assignment, the deduction from observation of daughter
activities of known mass number, did not facilitate any mass
assignments of the alpha-activities reported here.

For the alpha-active isotopes within a few mass numbers of
the naturally occurring isotopes, the first method proved most
convenient. For isotopes many mass numbers away from beta-
stability, mass assignments cannot usually be made with certainty
on the basis of excitation functions alone, although mass number
limits can be set.

A mass spectrographic technique was used for the mass assign-
ment of the Tb"' alpha-activity. This technique is described in
the report by the authors in collaboration with Reynolds2' on the
mass assignment of the Tb'4' and Sm'47 alpha-activities. The mass
spectrographic technique as applied to Tb"' is limited to activities
of at least several hours half-life that can be produced in relatively
large amounts.

G. Other Modes of Decay
Since the alpha-active nuclides studied here all lie to the neutron

deficient side of beta-stability, it seems certain that all (with the
exception of Gd'" and possibly Gd"') will undergo decay by
orbital electron capture, and some of the nuclides may exhibit
positron emission also. These decay processes give rise to electron
and electromagnetic radiation, referred to collectively as beta-
gamma-activity.

The beta-gamma radiations were studied by standard tech-
niques using argon filled or xenon filled Geiger counters, a window-
less methane filled proportional counter, and a small beta-ray
spectrometer of low resolution. Counting through various ab-
sorbers was done to give information on energies and relative
abundances of various components of beta-gamma-radiations.

APPENDIX II. ALPHA-DECAY RATE FORMULAS

The five alpha-decay rate formulas used for the calculations in
III-A will be discussed here in order of decreasing "frequency
factor" f in the general rate expression, X=fP.

The penetration factor 2' in all cases was calculated by the
exponential expression {600)"of Bethe."The reduced mass of the
system and the total nuclear decay energy were used for the
calculations.

The various decay formulas differ in the factor f multiplying
the exponential factor I'.

The first formula, used by Biswas and Patro" and by Perlman
and Ypsilantis, "sets

f=v R,
where v is the velocity of alpha-particle (center-of-mass system)
and R is the nuclear radius.

v' A table has been prepared of Bethe's y(x) function to five-
decimal places as a function of the argument y= (1—x)& over the
range of y, 0.750(0.001)0.946. Copies of the table are available
frp~ Qt; ggt;mrs on request.
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where E is the alpha-decay energy, 8 is the "barrier height"
(8=2Ze'/R), U is the "potential energy of the alpha-particle
within the nucleus" (and is assumed equal to zero), and D* is an
energy presumably of the same order of magnitude as the average
level spacing between nuclear levels of the same spin and parity
as the alpha-emitting state.

In the case of even-even nuclides, whose ground states have
zero spin and even parity, D~ might be estimated by the energy
of the first excited state of zero spin and even parity. Experi-
mental evidence from alpha-decay fine structure studies'~ indicates
that this first excited I=0,+ state in heavy nuclides must have
energy greater than 300 kev.

Thus, in the absence of direct experimental evidence by which
to estimate D*, the rough assumption was made that the first
excited I=O,+ state has an energy corresponding to the first
excited level of the nuclear "liquid drop" oscillation of lowest order
(m=2). For this calculation the following equations of Bohr and
Wheeler" were used:

xphpps= 2 &(44rrpPO 2(1 x) f's.s/3M—sr ps) & BW(26)
where

and
4xr p'0=14 Mev

x= — — = — 47.8.

BW(12)

The calculations give for Ra"4 the quantum of energy,

(g~,)~,224= 0.94 Mev,
and for Gd'4'

(k442)oe&44 = 1.43 Mev.

These values of A~& were substituted for D* in the alpha-decay
rate calculations by the second formula. In eftect, this means
assigning the same nuclear "frequency factor" to alpha-decay
and to spontaneous fission. It is interesting in this connection to
note Frenkel's discussion" of spontaneous fission and alpha-
emission as closely related processes.

The third alpha-decay rate formula is an approximation to that
derived by Preston" from a one-body model using the steepest
descents method of approximating the Coulomb wave function.
This formula was also used by Kaplan'4 in his correlation of
even-even alpha-emitter data.

The Preston formula is given as two simultaneous equations from
which one can solve for both the nuclear radius, R, and the
"internal potential energy, " U, of the alpha-particle within the
nucleus.

2z p' tannp

R pP+tan'np
and

p= —tannp tan(pkR),

where R and I' have their usual meanings defined earlier in this

~ F. Asaro and I. Perlman, private communication.
~ N. Bohr and J. A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 56, 431 (1939).
~ J. Frenkel, Academy of Science News X—1946—No. 4,

Physics Series; J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 10, 533 (1946).

The second formula, derived by one of the authors (J.O.R.)PP

with a many-body model relating f to nuclear level spacing, gives
as

2D*E—U»

section, v is the alpha-particle velocity corresponding to the
energy E, and k is its wave number.

&= (1—U/E)',
aiid

o= arc cos(E/8)».

Now tanap= tan arc cos(E/8) &= [(8—E)/E]&, and p= (2E/m) &,

so one obtains on substitution in the first equation

2'E' (1 U/E—)[(8 E)/E—l'8
m&R (1—U/E)+(8 E)/E—

(2 1)
y.

2& (E—U) (8—E)&

~»R (E—U)+(a —E)
The Preston equations can easily be put in a more convenient

approximate form. Kaplan'4 showed from his correlation that

E U= 4rs 5—s/2mRP; (2 2)

that is, that the kinetic energy of the alpha-particles within the
nucleus in this one-body model nearly equals the energy of the
1S state of the alpha-particle in a spherical square potential well
with radius R and with infinite walls. E—U is about 0.52 Mev
for the heavy element alpha-emitters correlated hy Kaplan. Thus,
if E—U be neglected with respect to B—E, one obtains from Kq.
(2 1)

2&(E—U)
~»R(a —E)»

Finally, substituting for E—U from (2.2) one obtains

2»~P~

m&RP(8 E)&-
the expression used as formula (3) in the calculations of section
III-A.

The fourth formula uses an f factor with the same energy
dependence as the second formula.

f=fp[E/(8 E)j'. — (2.S)

However, the numerical value of fp was taken as the mean of fp

values calculated from heavy element even-even alpha-emitter
data using the radius expression

R= (1.43A&+1.48) X10 "cm. (2.6)

The average of log fp equals 19.10 from a correlation of Rasmussen. '4

This procedure follows Cohen's" correlation using penetration
radius values determined from total nuclear absorption cross
sections for bombarding alpha-particles. The radius expression
used above is taken from the (a, fission) excitation function work
of Jungermann" on Th'", compared with Weisskopf's~6 theoretical
calculations.

The fourth decay expression then is as follows:

f=1.26X10"[E/(8—E)j&. (2 7)

The fifth decay expression is the form of the many body decay
model proposed by Bethe, "where

f= 6.2 X 10'4E1

with E in Mev, f in sec '.
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